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REAP THE REBATE  
The Northern Territory Government's 
water-saving product rebate is once 
again available for Alice Springs and 
Tennant Creek locals. 

From July 2010, in a partnership 
between the government and Power 
and Water Corporation, rebates of 
up to $150 for certain water-saving 
products and up to $500 for eligible 
water-saving plumbing services will  
be available. 

For more information visit 
www.nt.gov.au

BY NICOLE MIKAJEWSKI
eDItoR

welcome

Safety should always be top priority 

for motorists. From responsible driving 

behaviours, to selecting a safe vehicle, 

we should all endeavour to ensure 

that our passengers, fellow motorists 

and pedestrians are safe when we get 

behind the wheel. In this issue, we turn 

the spotlight on ANCAP crash testing. 

The ANCAP star-rating system  

helps new car buyers to select the  

safest vehicle possible. Turn to  

page 6 for an insight into how the 

national program tests and rates the 

safety of new vehicles. 

As always, there are plenty of travel 

features to wake your touring bug. 

Enjoy some family fun in the sunny 

Gold Coast. This dry season, drive 

past the city’s epicentre where cosy 

retreats, gourmet delights and nature 

reserves are tucked away in the pristine 

rainforest. From wildlife and culture, to 

pamper packs or adventure thrills, the 

Gold Coast is filled with activities and 

experiences to satisfy and delight. 

Or if you’re into four-wheel driving 

holidays, make sure you have the 

right vehicle to get you there. Turn to 

page 16 for a comparison car review 

on some of the market’s newest 

recreational, diesel four-wheel drives. 

See how the Mazda CX-7, Kia Sorento, 

Hyundai Santa Fe R and Škoda Octavia 

Scout measured up when we took 

them on a road test.  

Don’t forget, new members joining the 

AANT can save up to $40 until the end 

of June. Find out how on page 5. Plus, 

there are plenty of giveaways as usual. 

This edition, ntmotor is giving away a 

model of a Holden HT Premier Sedan 

(page 23) and an Alcolizer  

Easy Check Personal Breathalyser  

(page 9). Test your luck  

and enter the  

competitions  

today. 

inbrief
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competition winners
Congratulations to the following winners from ntmotor March 2010: 

Desert Cave getaway –  E Gill, Howard Springs. 

Holden HK Premier Sedan model – L Andrews, Larrakeyah.

Zest cookbook – M Pearse, Alice Springs; D Harrington, Driver; J Greenhall, Dundee 
Beach; D Wall, Alice Springs; M Allen, Casuarina; M Kleemann, Alice Springs; T Hawke, 
Noonamah; E Corbet, Alice Springs; M Aspinall, Alice Springs; K Battersby, Wulagi;  
R Cooper, Jabiru; G Carroll, Jingili; G Galton, Parap; L Strachan, Darwin; J Pope, Jingili; 
P Beagley, Nakara; M Jones-Milligan, Alice Springs; C Williams, Virginia; G McKinnon, 
Darwin; E Manwaring, Alice Springs. 

BY ROBERT BRADLEY
aant PResIDent

The long-awaited Henry Tax Review 
confirmed what the Australian 
Automobile Association (AAA) has 
advocated for many years – that the 
existing structure of fuel tax, annual 
registration and other road-related taxes 
and charges are designed primarily to 
raise revenue. Highlighting that specific 
taxes currently incurred by motorists 
don’t reflect the road costs for motorists, 
the Review also scrutinised insurance 
taxes, stamp duty for new vehicles and 
luxury car tax.

To make the current tax system fairer for 
motorists, a new model should reflect 
an access charge and a user charge, 
replacing existing taxes and charges, 
including fuel and vehicle registration 
taxes. However, the federal government 
is yet to respond to the Road User 
Charge model proposed by the AAA. 
In recent editions of ntmotor, it was 
highlighted that the legislative changes 
to child restraints laws are now active in 
other states. AANT has urged the NT 
government to adopt these changes as 
soon as possible. However, on a positive 
note, the NT Government has increased 
budgets allocated to road construction, 
and equally important, programmed 
road repairs and maintenance. The 
road safety benefits of such road 
improvements, especially extra  
passing lanes and lane widening,  
are well documented.

In conjunction with the federal 
government, the AAA has developed 
keys2drive, a national program that 
aims to make new drivers, safer drivers. 
keys2drive offers a free driving session 
with a qualified driving instructor for 
every learner driver and their supervisor. 
Already active in South Australia, 
Tasmania, Victoria, Australia Capital 
Territory and New South  
Wales, the Northern  
Territory will see the  
state launch of  
keys2drive  
later this year.  
ntmotor will keep  
you updated on the 
state launch.

For more information  
about the program, visit  
www.keys2drive.com.au 

insight
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KEYS2DRIVE
This year, the AANT will be involved with the Northern Territory launch of keys2drive, an 
Australia-wide education program for new drivers, their supervisors, and driving instructors. 

Keys2drive offers a free driving session with a qualified driving instructor for every learner 
driver and their supervisor. Aiming to make newly licensed drivers safe drivers, supervisors and 
instructors can use keys2drive to assist learning drivers in their first six months on a P plate. The 
program also seeks to improve the relationship between learner drivers and their supervisors 
through the guidance of a keys2drive accredited driving instructor. 

For more information visit www.keys2drive.com.au

Whether you break down in the middle 
of that long drive between Darwin and 
Alice Springs, or the car simply won’t start 
when you need to get to work, an AANT 
patrol will get you on the road in no time 
at all.

An AANT membership also makes a 
great gift for your children or recently 
licensed grandchildren, giving you the 
comfort that, if they break down, they’ll 
never be left stranded. Whether they’ve 
locked their keys in the car, got a flat 
battery or need a hand changing a tyre, 
the AANT will always be there to help.

As a special offer to new members 
joining the AANT before June 30, we’ll 
waive the Standard Membership joining 
fee, meaning that you’ll only pay the 
annual subscription. That’s a saving  
of $40.

Plus, as an AANT member with so 

many added benefits, you will save all 

year round, with exclusive discounts 

on accommodation and attraction 

bookings, child restraints, travel 

accessories and much more.

With an AANT membership, 

members can rest easy knowing that if 

they break down, the AANT will come 

to the rescue 24 hours a day, 365 days 

of the year. 

Don’t miss out on this limited offer. 

Join the AANT before June 30 and  

save $40. Visit the AANT team at  

79–81 Smith Street, Darwin, log onto  

www.aant.com.au or phone 8925 5901.

*Offer does not apply when joining on service. Offer 
expires 30 June 2010. 

sign up  
and save
Don’t let a breakdown interfere with your day, 
as car troubles are only a minor setback when 
you are an AANT member. 

membership
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CRASH 
course

In each issue of ntmotor  
we provide readers with 
new car reviews that outline 
the ‘ANCAP crash rating’ 
of a vehicle. But what is 
ANCAP and how does the 
program work?

For over 20 years, ANCAP, the Australasian New Car 

Assessment Program, has been crash-testing new vehicles right 

here in Australia. Supported by motoring clubs in each state, 

including the AANT, ANCAP uses the results from these crash 

tests to allocate each vehicle a safety star rating, from one  

to five. 

The star ratings of tested vehicles are then promoted 

to consumers, to provide them with valuable purchasing 

information about the protection provided by the vehicle in  
the event of a serious front or side crash.

So how does a car achieve a star rating? To ensure 
independence, all vehicles that undergo crash-testing are 
purchased from car dealers. They are then subjected to four 
individual tests in a specialist crash test laboratory, to assess how 
well they protect occupants and pedestrians from serious injury. 
These include frontal offset, side impact, pole and  
pedestrian tests. 

sIDe IMPaCt test 
In a side impact test a 950kg trolley is run into the driver’s side 
of a vehicle at 50km/h. The trolley has a crushable aluminium 
face to simulate the front of another vehicle and replicate a 
scenario similar to an intersection crash.

PeDestRIan test

Pedestrians account for 18 per cent of all road fatalities. The 
ANCAP pedestrian test estimates potential injuries to a person 
struck by a vehicle travelling at 40km/h. The test uses four 
sub-system ‘impactors’ to represent the three most commonly 
injured parts of the body – the head, the femur and the knee 
joint. Vehicles are tested at a selection of points on the bonnet, 
windscreen and bumper bar – areas considered to be the most 
likely to cause injury – with the zones colour-coded for safety. 
ANCAP pedestrian protection testing results have led  
to more pedestrian-friendly bumpers and smarter  
bonnet designs.

FRontal oFFset test 
The frontal offset crash test simulates a head-on collision with 
another vehicle. In this test, approximately 40 per cent of 
the driver’s side of the car collides with an aluminium barrier 
travelling at 64km/h. While this speed is only slightly above the 
urban speed limit in most states, it accounts for more than half 
of the serious crashes on Australian roads.

CRasH DuMMIes

Each of the occupant crash tests uses highly sophisticated 

crash test dummies to measure the effect on the vehicle’s 

driver and passengers. Costing around $100,000 each, the 

advanced technology of the dummies helps both measure 

the various forces on the occupants and provide a complete 

picture of the likely injuries in a crash. Using internationally 

recognised protocols, the data gathered are then analysed 

and scores determined.

In recent years, more and more car manufacturers have 

placed greater emphasis on safety in their vehicle designs. 

As a result, motorists are now benefiting from enhanced 

safety packages, with the proliferation of Electronic Stability 

Control (ESC) as a standard safety feature, which is particularly 

pleasing to see. Heralded as the single greatest vehicle 

safety advancement since seatbelts, ESC is also a compulsory 

criterion for achieving a five-star ANCAP crash rating.

Looking ahead, ANCAP hopes to place a greater focus 

on technologies designed to avoid a crash that come as 

standard features in a car. While ESC is currently the only 

compulsory criterion to achieving the coveted five-star rating, 

there is also a suite of other technologies on the horizon 

that will complement ESC. These include in-car intelligent 

transport systems (ITS), forward radar, which automatically 

slows the vehicle if the driver is too close to the car ahead, or 

rear radar, which allows for safer lane changes.

Crash tests that assess a vehicle’s ability to protect its 

occupants in a rollover crash are also being considered by 

ANCAP. If a repeatable rollover test is identified, this will be 

another crash test added to routine testing.

In the meantime, consumers can continue to rely on 

ANCAP’s crash ratings as an independent assessment of the 

occupant and pedestrian safety of a car. With a five-star rating 

providing you and your family with the greatest protection on 

the road, if you’re in the market for a new car, be sure to ask 

the dealer about the vehicle’s ANCAP crash rating. 

For more information about anCaP, or to check the star 

rating of a particular vehicle, visit www.ancap.com.au

Pole test

If the new vehicle is fitted with head-protecting side airbags, 
a pole test may also be conducted to simulate a collision with 
a fixed object, such as a tree or pole. The vehicle is propelled 
sideways into a steel pole at a speed of 29km/h. Without the 
protection of side airbags or curtain airbags, the impact of a 
collision in line with the driver’s head would typically result in 
fatal head injuries.

“Engineered for Excellence,
 Designed for Life”

HOTLINE 1300 656 599
www.fl exiglass.com.au

Australia’s Largest Range of
CANOPIES

H I G H  P R O F I L E  C A N O PYCO M B O  C A N O PY  & T R AY

S M O OT H  S P O R T S  C A N O PY

S M O OT H  S P O R T S  L I D

Flexiglass WorkEzy Range
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environment

As well as increasing our levels of pollution, the cost of 

running these cars also has an impact on household  

incomes and the bottom line of Australian businesses. 

As a result, one question that many householders are now 

asking is ‘Do we really need a second car?’ Many companies 

are also asking how much of their existing car fleet is needed 

and whether they can use more fuel-efficient vehicles.

That’s where car rental and car sharing come in. Both can 

reduce the costs associated with transportation and, in some 

cases, they can also help to reduce pollution.

Renting a car is a great way to 'try before you buy'. If you 

find a car that has rated well on the Green Vehicle Guide 

website, you can rent it for the day to check that it’s the right 

vehicle for you or your business.

the green dream
Australia’s passenger cars account for eight per cent of our greenhouse 
emissions, putting 43.7 million tonnes of greenhouse gases into the 
atmosphere every year. 

If you’re travelling for work and need to hire a car, choosing 
a more environmentally friendly option can save you fuel costs 
and sends a strong message that your business walks the talk 
on environmental issues.

All car rental companies now offer fuel-efficient or hybrid cars. 
Some rental companies also offer carbon offsets for the cars  
you hire. Others have made a public commitment to stock  
new-generation electric cars when they’re released in Australia. 

Becoming a member of a car-sharing service is another 
useful alternative and, although most common in Sydney and 
Melbourne, they’re starting to take off in other capital cities.  
Cheaper than taxis or rental cars, car-share services can free 
you from the high fixed costs of ownership, providing use of a 
shared car fleet when needed, with vehicles based at a wide 
range of locations and accessible 24 hours a day. 

by JoN DEE
FoUNDEr, PlANET Ark AND  

FoUNDEr AND ChAIrmAN, 
Do SomEThINg! 

Be a responsible driver and ensure that your blood alcohol level is below .05 before getting behind 
the wheel. Certified to Australian Standards, the Alcolizer Easy Check breath alcohol tester will give 
you accurate and reliable results every time.

For your chance to win an Alcolizer Easy Check Personal Breathalyser, write your name, address and 
AANT membership number on the back of – or inside – an envelope and post it to: 

ntmotor Alcolizer Easy Check competition 
Automobile Association of the NT Inc. 
GPO Box 2584 
DARWIN NT 0801

Conditions: The competition commences 15 June 2010 and closes with the last mail 20 August 2010. Prize value is in Australian dollars. Total prize pool valued at 
$369. The first entry drawn that fulfils the competition criteria will win the prize. The draw will take place at the AANT, 79–81 Smith Street, Darwin, 2 pm Tuesday 24 
August 2010. The winner will be notified by mail or phone within 14 days of the draw date. The winner will be published in the September issue of ntmotor published 
on 13 September 2010. The promoter is the Automobile Association of the Northern Territory Inc, 79–81 Smith Street, Darwin NT 0800; ABN 13 431 478 529. Prizes 
cannot be exchanged or redeemed for cash.

an alColIzeR easy CHeCk  
PeRsonal bReatHalyseRwin
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Over 280 stores nationwide. To fi nd a store near you or trading 
hours, please call 133 227 or visit www.repco.com.au

Repco – proven expertise, 
honest advice and outstanding value.

AANT Members can double 
their discount with 20% off* the 

full retail price but only until 
30 June 2010.

But the savings don’t stop there! 
From 1 July 2010, AANT Members can 

enjoy 10% off† the full retail price.

*Offer valid from 1.5.10 until 30.6.10 and cannot be used in conjunction with 
any other offer or discount. Discount does not apply to purchases of in-car 
technology, motor vehicle or marine batteries, engines, gift cards, any trade 
purchases and Trade Workshop Equipment. Discount does not apply to 
purchases from the Repco Authorised Service network.  †From 1.7.10 discount 
excludes GPS navigations devices and includes in-car technology.

NATIONWIDE Don’t forget to 
show your card & save.

Save up to 15%^off
selected Dell products!

VISIT DELL.COM.AU/AANT OR 
CALL 1300 763 355

^Dell's Coupon Terms and Conditions apply available at www.dell.com.au/aant

AMAZING MEMBERSHIP DEALS

Dell Computers

As an AANT Member, you can enjoy savings of  
up to 15%^ off selected Dell products

63250_au_con_q2w6_mag_aant_010610_pr.indd   1 5/20/10   2:47:50 PM

APPROVED REPAIRERSAPPROVED REPAIRERS
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Great design and great features keep your life 
simple. Taking photos is easy, web browsing is 
fast and call quality is excellent.

 5.0MP camera with Carl Zeiss optics
 Nokia Email and Instant Messaging
 Ovi Application store
 Multi-tasking enabled
 Interactive contacts bar

Approved customers only. Minimum monthly spend is $696. Early exit fee: $29 x months left on contract. Unlocking fee applies. 2 Offer available until 31 August 2010 to existing AANT members who sign up to the Nokia 
6700 Slide on the $29 Cap over 24 months online via store.vodafone.com.au/AANT or over the phone via 1300 139 062. 3 months free access will be applied as a $29 credit to your first, second and third bills. Offer applies 
to access fees only. Any charges for additional or excluded services will still apply. 10% off offer applies to GST exclusive price of the monthly access fee only & will be applied as a credit to each of your bills between months 
4 - 24. 10% off applies to access fees only - charges for additional or excluded services will still apply & will not be discounted. Not available with any other offer, not transferable and not redeemable for cash. Not available 
to existing Vodafone customers who wish to upgrade. Vodafone Pty Limited ABN 76 062 954 554 DM0877

Call 1300 139 062  or visit store.vodafone.com.au/AANT

$0 Upfront 
Nokia 6700 slide 
on the $29 Cap
over 24 months1. (Total min cost $696)

To get FREE dElIvERy 
to your home or office

SPECIAl AANT 
MEMBERS OFFER
Get free access
fees for the
first 3 months2

  
PlUS
10% Off Monthly
access fees for 
the remaining 
months2

  
when you sign up over 
the phone or online 
before 31 August 2010

teRMs anD ConDItIons
To obtain the benefits under the AANT Show Your 
Card & Save program, members must show their 
membership card in a participating retail outlet, 
or quote their member number if transacting via 
phone or internet, at the point of payment to the 
relevant benefit provider for goods or services 
provided.  It is the responsibility of the member to 
ask for the Show Your Card & Save benefit at the 
point of payment. The AANT gives no warranty 
in relation to any goods, services or information 
provided by Retail Partners participating in the 
program. Participation in the AANT Show Your 
Card & Save program is subject to the full Terms 
and Conditions of the program, which can be 
obtained from the AANT Darwin branch, 79–81 
Smith Street, Darwin, NT 0800. Any offers extended 
under the Program are subject to availability and 
subject to the Terms and Conditions imposed by 
Show Your Card & Save Partners and will not be 
redeemable for cash or kind.  Any benefits provided 
to the member cannot be transferred, assigned, 
sold or otherwise retained. For AANT Show Your 
Card & Save inquiries, phone 08 8925 5901 or visit  
www.aant.com.au.

member benefits from Hertz

As an AANT Member you’ll receive exclusive benefits like 
discounted rates, free rental  day offers, free upgrades, compli-
mentary child seat hire and much more! Call 8925 5901, book 
online at www.aant.com.au, or visit the AANT office at 79-81 
Smith Street.  
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PALMERSTON 
Palmerston Mechanical Centre 
51 Georgina Crescent 8932 2532 

PALMERSTON  Ultra Tune 
3 Muluka Street 8931 3411

STUART PARK 
Auto Inspection and Road Service 
15/34 Bishop Street 8981 7333

STUART PARK  Darwin Honda 
1–2 Duke Street 8981 3827

STUART PARK  Darwin Mitsubishi, Suzuki, 
Ssangyong, Land Rover, Volvo 
34 Stuart Highway 8946 4444

STUART PARK Brian Turner Automotive 
35 Stuart Highway 8981 9191

WINNELLIE  Winnellie Auto Ctr 1–8 
1427 Stuart Highway 8984 4448

WINNELLIE  NT Auto Repairs 
9 Steele Street 8947 4746

WOOLNER Paul’s Service Centre 
6 Charlton Court 8941 1322

specialist repairers 
automotive windscreens
ALICE SPRINGS 
Trusty Glass (O’Brien Glass agent) 
31 North Stuart Highway (ARS 5031)  8952 3322

STUART PARK   
O’Brien Glass 
38 Stuart Highway                              8981 4612 

automatic transmissions
YARRAWONGA   
Mick Taylor Automatics 
4618 McEnzie Place 8983 1231

automotive exhausts 
(also towbar specialist)
STUART PARK  Muffler City 
26 Stuart Highway 8981 4406

automotive electrician
COCONUT GROVE 
A&C Automotive Electrics 
Unit 1/6 Travers Street  8948 1244 
 
WINNELLIE• 
Peter Brown Auto Electrics 
426 Stuart Highway 8924 1241

 

crash repairers 
ALICE SPRINGS  Andrew Paterson  
Crash Repairs, 49 Priest Street 8952 6360

BERRIMAH  Berrimah Panel Works 
1140 McMillans Road 8984 3137

DARWIN  Darwin Crash Repairs 
2 Finniss Street 8981 4000

WINNELLIE  R J Panel Works 
Sadgroves Crescent 8984 4570

WINNELLIE  B & S Body Works 
85 Winnellie Road 8947 2251

Automobile Association of the Northern Territory 

approved repairers

mechanical repairers
ALICE SPRINGS Outback Automotive 
31 Wilkinson Street                           8952 0123
ALICE SPRINGS Peter Kittle Motor Co 
46 Stuart Highway                             8952 5500
BERRIMAH  Hidden Valley Auto Ctr  
9 Hidden Valley Road 8947 0060
CASUARINA  Ultra Tune 1–8 
Cnr Trower and Dripstones Roads 
Casuarina Square Shopping Ctr 8945 2122
COCONUT GROVE  
Ben’s Automotive Repair Centre 
47 Delator Street 8985 5955
COCONUT GROVE 
Prompt Auto Repairs Pty Ltd 
14 Travers Street                               8985 6733
DARWIN  Bridge Autos Toyota 
1 Stuart Highway 8946 0099
DARWIN  Carmech  
5–7 Carey Street 8942 3342
HUMPTY DOO 
All Rural Mechanical  
5 Vereker Street 8988 9746

mechanical repairer 
categories
1 Engine tune-up 
2 Minor engine repair and vehicle servicing 
3 Major engine repair 
4 Steering and suspension 
5 Brakes 6 Electrical 
7 Clutch, manual transmission and rear axle 
8 Automatic transmission 9 Air c onditioning
Where no categories are shown, 
the repairer is approved in all nine. 
•AANT Battery Service Centre

HIDDEN VALLEY AUTO CENTRE
As an AANT Approved Repairer and Contractor, the Hidden Valley Auto 
Centre spends seven days a week undertaking mechanical services 
and repairs. Equipped to meet all your motoring needs, including air 
conditioning repairs, tuning, diffuse box and gear box repairs, Hidden 
Valley Auto Centre also dismantles Ford Falcons and Holden Commodores. 
The growing team of eight makes it their business to continually develop 
their skills in order to meet the needs of AANT members and other clients.  

ULTRA TUNE PALMERSTON 
For over 10 years, Ultra Tune at Palmerston has been tending to the 
motoring needs of AANT members, locals and travellers. Specialising 
in servicing and repairs for new and used cars, Ultra Tune, as the only 
AANT Approved Repairer in the Palmerston area, sees traffic from 
interstate and intrastate. Family-owned and operated, the small team 
of four specialist mechanical staff ensures that AANT members are 
safely back on the road in no time. 

approvedrepairers

Pictured (from left): Robin Reeves, Club  
Assist State Manager SA/NT; Trevor Whatley,  
AANT Battery Distributor; Edon Bell, AANT  
Operations Manager.

Pictured (right): The Ultra Tune Palmerston team. 
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AANT Batteries are giving you the chance to  
win a portable Waeco fridge valued at $1,000!

To go into the draw simply purchase a  
AANT Battery between 1st May - 31st July 
and fill out and return your entry card. 

Your friend on the road.
To arrange delivery and installation of your new  
battery call 13 11 11, 24 hours a day, 7 days a week.

The AANT received global recognition 
last month at a presentation in the  
United States hosted by Club Assist, the  
world’s largest mobile automotive  
battery distributor.

Triumphing over 70 motoring clubs from 
Australia, New Zealand, Europe, Canada 
and the United States, the AANT received 
this recognition by selling more batteries 
in ratio to club members than any of  
these countries.  

Club Assist SA and NT State 
Manager Robin Reeves said the AANT’s 
achievement is a result of the outstanding 

Thousands of AANT members benefited from  
a world-class battery service this year.

CHARGED UP
service offered by local contractors.

‘The Northern Territory is a very 
transient population, but locals also have 
to travel long distances and in harsh 
weather conditions, throughout their 
battery's life span’, Mr Reeves said.

‘The wrong battery can be detrimental 
to the life span of a battery and 
potentially damage your vehicle; 
however, the AANT battery service 
ensures members have the right battery 
to fit their vehicle and driving needs.’ 

In addition, the AANT battery service 
also offers members nationwide road 

service warranty, delivery and fitment 
within 24 hours, and selected AANT 
contractors can also check the health  
and life span of your old battery.

to find your local aant approved 
Repairer specialising in the diagnosis and 
fitment of batteries, call the aant office 
on 8925 5901. alternatively, visit the 
‘Motoring’ section of the aant website.

Pictured (left): The Hidden Valley Auto Centre team.
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warriors at war
After undergoing a recent refresh, four of Australia’s newest 

diesel-powered recreational 4WDs were put through their 
paces to determine the market leader – Mazda CX-7, Škoda 
Octavia Scout, Kia Sorento and Hyundai Santa Fe R.

VALUE FOR MONEY

Each has the holiday essentials: auxiliary power outlets, 
map-reading lights, cruise control, cup holders, driver’s 
footrest, tie down hooks and door and seat pockets.

Also common is a CD player (a six in-dash unit is standard 
for CX-7 and Scout), wheel-mounted audio and cruise controls 
(except the Scout, which lacks the latter), MP3 compatibility 
and auxiliary input, tinted windows, trip computer, auto-off 
headlights, front fog lamps and heated and powered rear 
vision mirrors (Santa Fe R’s and Sorento’s also fold).

When it comes to servicing, a CX-7 buyer can expect to 
pay more, because Mazda sets its service intervals at 10,000 
kilometres compared with 15,000-kilometre checks for the 
other three. However, Kia and Hyundai’s five-year/ 
unlimited-kilometre warranty tops Mazda’s and Škoda’s  
three-year equivalent.

All AANT tests are conducted under the road-testing 
and scoring regime of the Australia’s Best Cars awards, 
which are announced each December.

DESIGN AND FUNCTION

Škoda has the edge in comfort, ahead of Mazda, Hyundai and 
Kia in that order. The front and outer-rear seats are endowed with 
ample bolstering, although the middle back seat is narrow and 
not as accommodating. That said, the CX-7 offers the driver more 
head and legroom space. For rear passengers, however, Mazda is 
tops on headroom and Santa Fe R on legroom and width.

Santa Fe R wins on practicality, narrowly beating the Sorento, 
but both are extremely user-friendly, with flat floors, hidden boot 
hinges and no intrusions to the cargo area. Both also provide 
good rear ventilation, a full-size spare and extra seating capacity. 
All four come with three child-restraint mounts fitted.

ON (AND OFF) THE ROAD

In an AANT road test, the two Koreans were fastest. CX-7 was 
let down by a combination of turbo lag and high gearing. The 
Scout demonstrates athleticism from 1,500 rpm, but its 2.0-litre 
engine lacks the overall oomph by comparison. 

The manual Sorento was able to pull 2,500 kilograms compared 
with Santa Fe R’s 2,000 kilograms, with CX-7 and Scout trailing 
at 1,600 kilograms each. While the Scout demonstrated the best 
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Hyundai Santa Fe R Kia Sorento Mazda CX-7 Škoda Octavia Scout

Power 145 kW @ 3,800rpm 145 kW @ 3,800rpm 127 kW @ 3,500rpm 103 kW @ 4,000rpm

Torque 436 Nm @ 1,800rpm 422 Nm @ 1,800 rpm 400 Nm @ 2,000 rpm 436 Nm @ 1,800rpm

Price as tested $43,990 $39,990 (manual) $43,640 $39,490

Fuel consumption 10.0L/100km 7.7L/100km 8.2L/100km 7.7L/100km

Crash rating (ANCAP) ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★

Green Vehicle Guide rating ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★

Warranty 5 years/unlimited 
kilometres

5 years/unlimited 
kilometres

3 years/unlimited 
kilometres

3 years/unlimited 
kilometres

handling, Santa Fe R had the softest ride and overall was  
the quietest.

Off road all four have limited capabilities: no low range, 
restricted suspension travel and road-biased tyres. But Hyundai, 
with its slightly superior ground clearance and auto gearbox, 
produced the best off-road performance in our road test. 

CONCLUSION

On paper, Kia and Škoda are leaders when it comes to value 
for money, where it’s line ball between Hyundai and Mazda. On 
and off the road, Scout leads the pack, followed by Santa Fe R, 

with CX-7 and Sorento hard to split.

There’s not much in it to call a winner, but the Škoda’s rollout 
of its ever-improving range continues to impress and this time 
saw the Octavia Scout narrowly cross the line ahead of its rivals.
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usedcar review

Falcon BA XT 2002–05

A typical Australian car, the Ford Falcon 
BA performed well across the board, 
being easy to drive in the city, covering 
long distances comfortably and with an 
impressive towing ability – the automatic 
had a 2.3-tonne capacity, which was 
popular with caravan owners.

There were two engine variants, 
the twin cam 4.0-litre, 6-cylinder, 182 
kW engine or the 5.4-litre, V8, 220 kW 
engine. The 6-cylinder also came in a 
dedicated LPG version, which, although 
less powerful, is the more economical 
option, with fuel consumption ranging 
from 12L/100km for the 6-cylinder, to 
15L/100km for the V8.

It’s not hard to find someone to 
repair a Falcon. But, the BA came with 
the CANbus network, which enabled 
computers controlling various parts 
of the vehicle’s electrical system to 

communicate with one another, so it’s 
best to see a Ford dealer for repairs.

In its day it was a class leader for 
standard features. All models had dual 
airbags, ABS, air conditioning, remote 
central locking, power steering, a 
powered front driver seat and mirrors, 
and electric front windows. If you find a 
higher-specification Ghia, you’ll also get 
climate control with dual zone, adjustable 
pedals, 17-inch alloy wheels, cruise 
control, six-CD stacker, leather trim,  
side airbags, sports suspension and  
traction control.

The transmission oil cooler is part of 
the radiator and has been known to split, 
causing the transmission oil to mix with 
the coolant and therefore damaging 
the transmission. Although many of 
these vehicles may have been repaired 
during the warranty period, it’s a $3,500 

All car reviews are compiled by AANT Technical Services 
Manager and Australia’s Best Car judge, Mark Borlace.

Prices shown for used cars are approximate dealer retail prices 
for vehicles in average-to-good condition. These  
prices will vary depending upon vehicle condition and 
kilometres travelled. Source – Glass’s guide. For full range  
of prices, contact AANT Technical Advisory Service  
on 1300 661 466. 

usedcar review PRICe Range 
2002 XT automatic 4.0-litre sedan 
$6,300–$8,900

2002 Futura automatic 4.0-litre sedan 
$6,900–$9,700

2002 Fairmont Ghia automatic 4.0-litre sedan 
$9,600–$13,100

PRICe WHen neW
2002 XT automatic 4.0-litre sedan  
$34,500

2002 Futura automatic 4.0-litre sedan 
$37,750

2002 Fairmont Ghia automatic 4.0-litre sedan 
$49,980

aVeRage kIloMetRes
110,000 kilometres

CRasH RatIng (anCaP) 
★ ★ ★ ★

gReen VeHICle guIDe RatIng
Not rated 

motornews

AUDI E TECHNOLOGIES
Nowadays the mantra for most vehicle manufacturers is ‘greater fuel 
efficiency with more power’. Using technologies such as petrol direct 
injection, Audi has pioneered this idea and achieved fuel-efficiency gains of 
20 per cent and 17 per cent in the power stakes. 

This engineering takes engines closer and closer to theoretical maximum 
efficiency. Audi has therefore begun to concentrate on systems that prompt 
the driver to drive more efficiently. These vehicles are given the suffix of ‘e’ 
for ‘efficiency’.  

For manual transmission vehicles, the ‘e system’ suggests what gears 
the driver should be in to achieve greater efficiency. Also, for example, if 
you were driving with the air conditioner on and the windows down, the 
system would prompt you to close the windows. As an ongoing reminder, 
your current fuel consumption is displayed, along with the average fuel 
consumption for the car since start-up. 

Audi e system’s more obvious intervention is the stop/start function, where 
the moment the car is stationary, the engine is turned off, although the air 
conditioning is still maintained. As soon as the clutch is depressed, engaging 
the gear, the engine instantly returns to life. 

A number of other manufacturers are using similar technology and motorists 
can look forward to it eventually filtering into all cars.

AT YOUR SERVICE
The AANT has approximately 30 Approved Repairers 
throughout Darwin and Alice Springs who cover many of your 
motoring needs, including specialists in mechanical repairs, 
servicing, crash repairs, exhausts, auto electrics, automatic 
transmissions and windscreens.

So what does the AANT Approved Repairer stamp mean? 
Identified by a red and white AANT sign, AANT Approved 
Repairers are strongly recommended by the AANT, with each 
required to adhere to a specific AANT Code of Practice that 
outlines quality workmanship and fair prices. 

AANT Approved Repairers also maintain high standards in 
equipment and qualifications and are regularly audited by the 
AANT to ensure they continue to meet these standards. 

To find your nearest AANT Approved Repairer, visit the 
‘Approved Repairer’ page on the ‘Motoring’ section of  
www.aant.com.au

STAR-RATED 
If you’re in the market for a new car, 
ANCAPs ‘star ratings’ will assist you in 
making the right choice. With ratings 
between one and five, the higher the 
number of stars, the safer the vehicle.  

Recently, ANCAP released its latest star 
ranking for some of Australia’s most 
talked about new vehicles. 

The VW Polo came out on top, scoring 
the coveted 5-star ANCAP rating. 

However, Australia’s newest hybrid 
vehicle, the Toyota Camry Hybrid, scored 
only a 4-star, as did the budget-priced 
Great Wall Motors (GWM) X240 SUV.

To find how ANCAP crash-tests new 
vehicles, turn to page 6. 

For a full list of ANCAP’s vehicle-safety 
ratings, including more commercial 
vehicles, and other vehicle safety 
information, visit www.ancap.com.au 

bill if they haven’t. The Falcon BA’s brake 
pads are known to cause extreme brake 
shudder, and replacing the discs can cost 
between $200 and $500.

The rear suspension system on sedan 
models is known for tearing the differential 
mounting rubbers, as well as the rear sway 
bar mounts, causing a variety of knocks 
and bangs when turning and stopping; 
repair to this can cost over $800.

All in all, the Ford Falcon BA is a good 
family car, ideal for long-distance holidays. 
When scouring the used-car market, keep 
your eyes peeled for a vehicle with a good 
service history and low kilometres.

65mm x 186mm Outlines.indd   1 19/5/10   3:48:19 PM
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boasting some 300 days of sunshine each year, the gold Coast is famous 
for its swimwear, surf and stunning beaches, but there’s more than meets 
the eye in this sunny city.  

A short drive from the city’s epicentre 
takes you to the Gold Coast’s hinterland, 
where cosy retreats, gourmet delights 
and nature reserves are tucked away in 
the pristine rainforest. From wildlife and 
culture, to being pampered or looking for 
thrills, the Gold Coast is chock-a-block 
with activities and experiences to satisfy 
and delight all ages – and all tastes.

WHALE OF A TALE

Between June and the end of October, 
several thousand humpback whales leave 
their summer feeding grounds in the 
Antarctic, passing by the Gold Coast as 
they head to warmer waters for breeding. 

Viewed from the shore, or better still 

from a boat, these amazing creatures 

can grow up to 18 metres long and 

are renowned for their extraordinary 

acrobatic displays. It is an awesome 

sight to see a whale leap out of the 

ocean or playfully slap the water with 

its giant fins and tail flukes.

You may also be lucky and spot 

‘Migaloo the white whale’, who was 

last seen passing the Gold Coast in 

July 2009. He was originally thought  

to be an albino whale, but now he’s 

referred to as a ‘hypo-pigmented’ 

humpback.

GOURMET ON GOLD

Indulge your senses with some of the 
gourmet delights waiting for you on the 
Gold Coast. Fine weather and fertile soil 
have created a distinctive cuisine in the 
area to complement the thriving  
wine industry.

A trip to one of the many regional food 
and farmers’ markets will introduce you to 
some of the Gold Coast’s variety of fresh 
produce, which includes tropical fruits and 
vegetables, teas, coffees, avocados, herbs, 
honey, ginger and an array of seafood.

The hinterland also has a feast of edible 
delights. After discovering how to make 

travel
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Opposite: Take a bird's eye view of the Gold 
Coast from the top of Tamborine Mountain.
This page (from top): Have fun on the 
Corkscrew ride at the Seaworld; Admire the 
rainforest views from Luke's Bluff at Lamington 
National Park. 

golden 
days

cheese at the Witches Chase Cheese 
Company, North Tamborine, try some 
macadamia coffee at the Nut  
Shed, Wongawallan. 

Wine lovers can spend a day visiting 
some of the many wineries in the 
hinterland, many of which have other 
sidelines to keep the driver entertained. 
Mt Nathan Winery also sells honey 
products and offers its visitors bee 
observations, while Canungra Valley 
Vineyards entertains tasters with jazz.

Albert River Wines boasts ownership 
of ‘Terroir’, the French expression given 
to the perfect combination of soil and 
weather conditions essential to good 
wine grapes. Here you can soak up the 
atmosphere of historic Auchenflower 
House, while admiring the vista of 
Tamborine Mountain.

If beer is your preferred drink, you can 
get an insight into the brewing process 
with a visit to the Carlton Brewhouse. 
For chocolate lovers, there is a veritable 
plethora of chocolatiers offering exquisite 
delicacies, including the Chocolate 
Kingdom at Tamborine Mountain and 
Sanctuary Cove Chocolates. 

However, if you’re just after some 
good, old-fashioned tucker, the 
Australian Outback Spectacular, just a 
20-minute drive north of Surfers, not 
only offers you a three-course Australian 
BBQ dinner, but you can enjoy a show 
celebrating the legendary Australian 
Light Horse.

KIDDING AROUND

A trip with children to the Gold Coast 
would not be complete without visiting 
at least one of the many theme parks and 
attractions. One of the latest additions, 
Dracula’s Haunted House, will scare 
you with its giant crocodiles and horror 
memorabilia. Alternatively, get wet and 
go wild at one of the water theme parks.

Wildlife is always a hit with younger 
children and the Cold Coast has no 
shortage of wildlife experiences. Visitors 
can get up close to some of our native 
animals, feed friendly wild pelicans, or 
watch wild raptor shows at the  
Catch-A-Crab and Oyster Farm. 
Meanwhile, you can cuddle a koala, pat 
a kangaroo or discover what animals get 
up to after dark at Currumbin Wildlife 
Sanctuary, or at Australia Zoo feed 
elephants and watch crocodiles  
launch from the water’s edge.

AU NATUREL 

The Gold Coast boasts some 
100,000 hectares of World Heritage 
nature reserves, where you can wander 
through tranquil rainforests, wonder at 
magnificent mountains, admire plunging 
waterfalls and observe animals in their 
natural habitat. Simply pack a picnic and 
explore nature’s backyard.

Tamborine Mountain and O’Reillys 
Rainforest Retreat both have walkways 
above the rainforest canopy and walkers 
will enjoy hiking the many trails in 
Lamington National Park that lead to 
caves and cool fern-filled gullies, with an 
occasional glimpse between the trees at 
the magnificent rolling vista beyond. A 
visit to the natural bridge in Numinbah 
Valley is an option for those looking for a 
gentle stroll on boardwalks. 

Have some fun in the sun at the gold 
Coast. talk to aant staff about maps, 
tours, car hire, and accommodation 
bookings. Just phone 8925 5901 or drop 
into the aant office at 79–81 smith 
street, Darwin.  

by ANNIE WADDINgToN-FEAThEr
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The Gibb – as it’s known to locals – is 
only passable during the dry season, 
between May and October. It begins just 
west of the Kimberleys’ youngest town, 
Kununurra. Built in the early 1960s to 
serve the Ord River Irrigation Scheme, 
Kununurra means ‘big water’ in the local 
Aboriginal language. Lake Argyle, the 
reservoir created by the project, is an 
ideal place to watch the sun go down  
on a sunset cruise – with a glass of wine –  
or to spot wildlife and birdlife on a  
morning cruise. 

It is also the heart of Durack country, 
the pioneering cattle-droving family 
who were among the first Europeans to 
explore and settle in this remote area. 
Plan a visit to the Argyle Homestead 
Museum, the reconstructed Durack family 
homestead, which was originally located 
on Argyle Downs Station but which was 
moved to its present site when the lake 
was proposed.

Once on the road, the Gibb crosses the 
Pentecost River, rolls through undulating 
country and past stands of boab trees. 

by lEE ATkINSoN

outback odyssey

travel

Along the way, spend a night or two 
at either El Questro or Home Valley 
Station, both million-acre cattle stations 
that offer a range of accommodation, 
from five-star luxury to camping sites. If 
the landscape looks familiar once you 
get there, it’s because this was where 
Baz Luhrmann filmed much of his epic 
movie, Australia. 

The Gibb track then cuts through 
several gorges. One of the most 
spectacular, Bell Gorge, is a 
breathtaking series of cascading 
waterfalls, where the Isdell River slashes 
through the mountains, on its way 
forming several idyllic swimming holes. 
Camp along the banks of Bell Creek 
under the shade of majestic boab trees 
or at Silent Grove, where 10 camping 
sites are strung out along the riverside, 
each with its own fireplace and  
flushing toilet. 

Further east you’ll find Windjana 
Gorge, an ancient coral reef eroded 
by the Lennard River to create a wide, 
100-metre-high gorge that cuts through 

the limestone of the Napier Range 
exposing countless fossils. There is a 
scenic seven-kilometre return walk along 
the length of the gorge beside the river 
that gives you a close-up look at the 
gorge’s resident fruit bats, corellas and 
freshwater crocodiles. 

Windjana Gorge is 145 kilometres away 
from Derby, a good base for scenic flights 
and cruises to the magnificent Buccaneer 
Archipelago. This strikingly beautiful area, 
consisting of some 800 to 1,000 rocky 
islands surrounded by turquoise waters, 
is only accessible by boat or plane, and it 
makes a fitting finale to one of Outback 
Australia’s great driving adventures.

Want to bask in the rugged beauty 
of the gibb River Road? the aant 
can assist with maps, tour, car hire, and 
accommodation bookings. Just phone 
8925 5901 or drop in to the aant office 
at 79–81 smith street, Darwin.  

travelshorts

When released in May 1969, the Holden HT Premier Sedan boasted 65 major 
improvements over the previous HK model. Introducing the plastic grille for  
the first time, the luxury model was also the first to feature the  
Holden 253ci V8 engine. 

For your chance to win an accurate 1:43 scale model of the Holden HT 
Premier Sedan in ‘Kashmir White’, write your name, address and AANT 
membership number on the back of – or inside – an envelope and post it to:

ntmotor Holden HT Premier Sedan competition
Automobile Association of the NT Inc.
GPO Box 2584
DARWIN NT 0801
Conditions: The competition commences 15 June 2010 and closes with the last mail 20 August 2010. Prize value is in Australian dollars. Total prize pool valued at $39.95. The first entry drawn that fulfils the competition criteria will win the prize. The draw will take 
place at the AANT, 79–81 Smith Street, Darwin, 2 pm Tuesday 24 August 2010. The winner will be notified by mail or phone within 14 days of the draw date. The winner will be published in the September issue of ntmotor published on 13 September 2010. The 
promoter is the Automobile Association of the Northern Territory Inc, 79–81 Smith Street, Darwin NT; 0800 ABN 13 431 478 529. Prizes cannot be exchanged or redeemed for cash.
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HOLIDAY SAVINGS 
Grab your copy of the AANT Holiday 
Savings brochure, full of savings on 
theme parks and attractions, car 
hire, day tours and shows, travel 
insurance and cruise and  
rail holidays.

Get an insight into Australian sports 
culture with Melbourne Sports Tours. 
Marvel at the brightest lights from 
the highest viewing platform in the 
Southern Hemisphere at the Eureka 
Skydeck 88. Or get a thrill on one of 
the action-packed adventures that 
Australian Day Tours offers around 
the country.

Take advantage of these savings 
before you travel, and pick up a copy 
of the Holiday Savings brochure at 
your local AANT office.

SOUTHERN COMFORT
This dry season, head south to the Barossa, located just an hour’s drive from 
the Adelaide city centre. This picturesque tourist destination is globally 
renowned for its local produce and breathtaking vistas. There are also many 
charming and quaint accommodation options available, from heritage 
cottages, to bed-and-breakfasts. 

Make your trip one to remember and hop on The Ghan to experience one of 
the world’s greatest train journeys. Plus, for a limited time only, when you book 
your ticket on The Ghan through the AANT, you can save up to $600. To find 
out more, visit the ‘Travel’ section of the AANT website. 

For those who want a true outback adventure, Western Australia’s gibb 
river road is hard to match.

SEARCH FOR SAVINGS 
Whether you’re looking to book a 
motel, apartment, resort, holiday unit, 
or bed and breakfast, you can now 
search for what you desire in the one 
central location – the AANT website. 
The AANT Accommodation Search 
engine has over 1,600 STAR Rated 
properties listed Australia wide offering 
free night deals and a range of bonus 
and special offers. To find and book 

Above: Trek through ruts and shallow rivers in 
your 4WD.

a great deal visit the ‘Accommodation 
Search’ page on the Travel section of 
www.aant.com.au




